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Introduction
This two part handbook is aimed to help you integrate and navigate anger in your
campaigns and in your teams. It is designed with changemakers in mind, combining
the insights from the science of anger �Part I� Scientific Insights) with practical and
implementable recommendations to campaign using anger (see Part II� Anger
Recommendations).

Anger’s reputation
In psychological counselling and in people’s general perception, anger is seen as a
negative emotion to be managed, if not avoided. It is considered a hazard for
relationships that can lead to aggression and abuse. The same can be said for social
science and politics - anger is often seen as a dangerous emotion (the angry mob)
that should be controlled and managed.

However, in the more recent past social psychologists have increasingly considered
emotions as constructive energies that drive reform and other social innovations.
Anger has been identified as a motivating force for collective action in social
movements and some have even called anger ‘the political emotion’, one that can
transform the experience of injustice from disregard into action.

Managing the latent anger around the inequality, injustice and environmental abuse
that stems from a capitalistic economy has also become an essential tool for parties in
democratic systems looking to gain or stay power. In recent years populist parties
have elevated such approaches from backroom to centre-stage strategies. Even in
autocratic systems managing public anger, for example, through the control of shared
narratives, is essential to maintaining power1.

Anger in the age of crisis
We live in an era wracked by crises and there is a
powerful link between societal disruption and social
anger. As laid out in The Crisis Timeline, people go
through different mental phases during crises. During the
first few weeks uncertainty and anxiety are the primary
emotions. In these initial phases people seek information
and tend to be less divided, engaging more easily with
people outside their social bubbles and showing a high
degree of prosocial behaviour. However, as the crisis
drags on, impacted communities move into the
Disillusionment phase - one marked by an emotional shift
from anxiety to anger as people get frustrated about the
recovery process. This shift is often associated with
increased polarisation and fragmentation and high levels

of social energy. People start to demand and implement change, including but not
limited to social unrest.

1 A good recent example is the governmental response to the increasing public anger about zero Covid policy in China.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mvowySL70KmoeY2vEvA9d5Ozxf5eLoyo/view?usp=share_link
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https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17457289.2019.1582532
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17457289.2019.1582532
https://mindworkslab.org/midwork/thedisruptedmind/the-crisis-timeline/


Measuring opinions is easy, but what about emotions?
Much like for-profit companies or politicians strive to better understand their
customers, voters and constituencies, civil society actors increasingly want to
understand their audiences. The polling and market research business is booming
while the use of ‘big data’ from our digital footprint has revolutionised our ability to
understand audiences.

However, this often only goes skin deep. Most surveys and social media analyses tend
to only gather people's opinions. Understanding their emotions is a much more
complicated affair2. Although emotions like anxiety and anger will continue to rise in
times of crisis and these may be commonly used by politicians, little is known or being
done to understand the state of anger in societies. 3

Navigating the rapids of anger
Even more difficult than measuring anger is
interpreting what it means and deciding what
action we should take to navigate the emotions
in our audiences best. Different, so-called
‘negative’ emotions trigger different emotional
responses. Anger increases risk-taking, and
while it reduces information-seeking, angry
people tend to fall back to heuristic behaviour
and show reduced tolerance.

Anger is contagious. Angry rhetorics can ignite
anger within the like-minded. Outside the
bubble, anger does not spread, reaffirming a
solid connection between anger and identity.
Nevertheless, anger can be used to forge new
identities and then be tweaked, aka radicalise,
especially in times of crisis.

Suppressed anger
However, though it might be a social energy, anger is the loud cousin of
powerlessness. Its presence alone is not enough to spark individual or collective
action. The other magic ingredients needed are self-efficacy (how a person believes
they can deal with something) and agency (a person’s actual ability to deal with
something). When these are missing, anger builds up.

3 One of the few publicly available, through indirect approaches to monitoring anger in countries, is the Reported Social
Unrest Index �RSUI�.

2 While sentiment analysis of brands is common practice, real emotional surveys are rather exceptional. Besides
numerous scientific publications build on surveys also some commercial surveys like the Gallup Global Emotions survey
are trying to capture the emotional state of the world. Social media analysis are also trying to grasp the public emotions
for example by analysing status updates.
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Much like a pressure cooker, when anger builds in the hearts and minds of people it
can lead to an explosion. Angry people without self-efficacy and agency will suppress
their anger only for it to explode later, often being misdirected towards vulnerable
groups. A good example is a frustrated and angry employee taking it out on their
family at home.

The same happens in societies. If people can not effectively express their anger, they
build it up and release it whenever an opportunity arises. For example, social unrest is
common when health measures are lifted after a pandemic as people let out the anger
they have been building up over months. This is also evident when in the rise of the
precariats, a group of people who feel the system (aka the political or economic
system) is failing them but who feel no agency to change their situation. In that case,
anger builds up, resulting in increased risk-taking and radicalisation.

The perfect combination: agency & anger
Agency can emerge when people feel connection to a group with a shared sense of
anger (anger identity) and active hope. Anger with agency also requires a clear villain
as the cause of injustice, especially if people feel that the villain is in some way
accountable to them (for example, governments). Research has shown that angry
people with agency tend to vote for opposition parties within the system, while those
who feel no agency abstain from voting completely or take the opportunity to vote for
system-critical, anti-establishment populist candidates.  In order to successfully
navigate societal anger, we not only need to know the quality and quantity of the
anger felt but also how people relate to the anger of those around them and who is the
object of their anger.

To find out how to put these insights into action check out The Anger Handbook Part
II� Recommendations to find our actionable guide to anger campaigning.
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